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CONCLUSIONS

1. The results of the magnetometer survoy conducted em your 

property indicate country rocks of raainly acidic or intermediate 

types.

2. 2he results show that the contact between Intrusives and 

volcanics ae suggested by 3, L, Bruce an.r! V. F. McOIll, is not 

aasociated with any m&rkou cbaogo in the inagnatita ooatant and 

distribution.

3* The surrey succeeded in giving detailed account of an 

abundance of narrow parallel fractures, interpreted in accord with 

the local geology, as systems of diabase dykes. The strike of these 

dykes varies between H10E and H20E,

ij.. Magnetic surveys are only successful where structural 

changes ore reflected by appreciable magnetic variations. AB 

these variations could not be conclusively established in the 

present survey, nore information, geological, geophysical, or both, 

will be necessary to assess the economic potentialities of your 

property.

RSCOMSCTTATIOH

next effort in the development of the area should be 

directed toward geological mapping and/or electromagnetic survey. 

Iho magnetic results indicate particularly favourable overburden 

conditions for such a progran throughout the area.

In the olectrorui^-notlc survey a horizontal coil, "plmee 

Intensity" nethod could be used to best advantage.
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The property is comprised of a group of 18 contiguous 

oloiraa. These are located in the southwest quarter Elmhirst 

Township, Thunder Bay Mining Division, Northwestern Ontario, 

Tho olairas are registered with the Ontario Department of Mines 

tinder the following numbers:

Claln Number - 92?03 92721
9270IJ. 92722
92705 92723
92706 9272k
92707 92725
92708 92726
92709 92727
92710 92726
92711 92729
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In the foregoing description of the survey, topics euch 

aa "location", "accessibility" , "history", etc. will be omitted, 

aa they are veil discussed in your Prospectus.

instrument used was measuring the vertical component 

of the anomalous aagaatic field to a relative, station- to~statlon 

aoouraoy of * 2,5 gassaas. A vigorous control of error has been 

maintained, resulting In an overall accuracy of approximately 

4 15 gansaas.

The basic outlay of the survey specified 100 ft. station 

intervals on traverse linos 200 ft. apart. This has been carried 

out, except for the anomalous parts where the nature of the 

anomalies required a liberal use of intermediate stations and 

sorae intermediate compass lines.

RESPLTS 

Observations t

1. Most of the area is characterised by a remarkable absence 

of magnetic variations. Host of the recordings fall between the 

limit of * 35 gairtnas, which, after deducting the overall accuracy 

of the survey, corresponds to an actual variation of not raor  

than * 20 garamas. "Hbls suggests a country rod: of uniform com 

position, possibly som  acidic or Intermediate intz*usive.

2. 13io anoiaalies consist of systenjs of narrow, parallel 

magnetic bands above the background by 100 - 500 ^aimaae. Ttie 

strike of the bands Is "between 1J10I2 ancl K20"l.
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3. The nest likely cause of the anoraO-les ar  correaponding 

systems of narrow diabase dylces. The dip of tha dykes appears 

to change froro N.v/, to S. E. going frort West to l&at, all being of 

a large

ij.. Considering the atrifce and the nature of the anomalies, 

the outlay of the survey grid proved to be vory unfortunate. 

Anomalies in the neighbourhood of the base line suggest that a 

syatea of 3-tf running orosalloea would have yielded considerably 

nore Information. Tala does not neeoaaarily irnply, however, that 

for a future B. 11. survey the grid will have to "be changed, as the 

preferred direction of any possible minoralisation is still unknown.

Respectfully submitted,

E. P. WAGNER, B,A.Se.
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